DANTES CARPC
What you need… new 7” touchscreen lcd display (my case Lilliput 669 openframe), cga/vga
converter (rgbs to vga), some electronic parts described in the schemas below and of course a
minipc.
There are 3 LM555 schemas. One for poweroff delay, one for one sec output when power applied,
one for one sec output when power is off after beeing on. The schemas are marked modified for the
ones I used and what I’ve modified, and the original ones don’t have this marking.

First of all, we have to use the power off delay schema.
The relay in that schema is a 12v 30A relay used in automotive industry. The load voltage is going to
a universal car charger for laptops, that is providing the power for the minipc. This power off delay is
used in order for the minipc to power off / hibernate.
The R1 is 100k and the C1 is 1000uF for power off delay and 22uF for the other 2 schemas that
simulate power on/off of the minipc.
The timer for power off delay will be 110 seconds, but this will vary on the actual values of the
resistor and the capacitor.
For 1 sec output when on, in fact there is a 2.4 sec. but those resistors and capacitors i had ..so i
used those.
For 1 sec output when off after on, there is a almost or exxactly 1 sec output, because the 1000uF
capacitor is like an accumulator for keeping the LM555 chip on. If you use a larger capacitor (like
4700uF like i used to test it), then a 2.4 sec output will be achieved also at power off after on.
Always protect the voltages with diodes. At the entry of each circuit put a diode. Also for relays.

The infotainment on voltage is the + from the infotainment unit that has a voltage when the unit is
on.
In the infotainment unit, there is one relay in the whole system, situated in the middle board. There
you have a +9v when the unit is on.
Since +9v i found out is not enough and because i cannot use a relay of 12v that i had, o used a NPN
tranzistor like BC547, with the +9v from that relay with a 1k resistor to the base, the collector to one
of the pins of the coil of the relay, and the emitor to the ground. The other pin of the coil to +12v
and between pins a diode. This way, the transistor is acting like a switch, activated at 2.5v . I used it
like this in order for voltage drops to be countered when cranking or whatever.

The same idea is for powering the rgb converter and the display. From pin 1 of the 10pin connector,
same ideea as above with the tranistor as a switch.

The original lcd has 2 connections from the unit. A 10pin connector and a 28 pin connector described
at page 9 respectively 8 of the lcd datasheet.
At the 10pin connector, pin 1 will go to the npn transistor that will power up a relay that will power
up the rgb converter and the new display.
The new display has a filter box so is best if the rgb converter is connected after this filter box in
order to reduce the noise from the system.
Also, the pin 10 gets connected with a 1k resistor with pin 2. This is because the original lcd has a 10k
NTC resistor for measuring the temperature of the screen in order to modulate the pwm and other
stuff...without this connection, the unit shuts off the power from pin 1.
Why this connection and not directly? Because the new display and converter must be on ONLY
when the infotainment unit consider it. When you unlock the car, the unit is getting on WITHOUT
powering the lcd. When you open the door, the unit is powering on also the lcd. Same thing, when
you are locking the car, the unit just shut off the lcd, but the sistem is still on for 3 mins. This is when
you forgot something in the car and you unlock the car...this way the unit is not taking on/off shocks.

How to connect the rgb converter.
From the unit, all the connections are in the 28pin connector, that is a ribbon cable.
pin 5 = ground
pin 8 = red
pin 10 = green
pin 12 = blue
pin 21 = composite sync
This must be connected to the input of the rgb converter. From the converter, you will get correct
vga signal, that you will connect to the lcd.
As rgb converter, use ebay and search for a cga/vga converter or arcade game vga converter. There
are a lot of them.

Of course, adjust the converter and the lcd screen in order to match the viewable area perfectly.

The new lcd screen will get in place of the old one perfectly. The electronics of the new lcd put it
direclty there, as close to it as possible since there is not too much room in the unit. This is your
imagination to put it there...use the white plastic screws and glue them directly on the back of the
lcd as close as possible.
Same with the converter... i've put it between 2 boards, with some spacers and it's staying perfectly.

Since the unit gets crowded, you need to better ventilate the system during summer. For this, i got
the wires from the back fan, i disconected that from the board, and connected it on pin 2 of the
10pin connector. So the fan will be on as long as the screen is on. Also, i've put a second fan at the
very bottom of the unit, to blow air inside, also connected to pin 2 of the 10 pin connector. This way,
i get a fresh cool system even when it's very hot outside.

The new lcd screen has also a small board with switches. I've connected the power on/off to the tp
button of the unit, and the switch source to the tv button. You can choose if you want or not, or
what button to use. If you connect this to the unit, make sure that the button is not connected to
the unit anymore... there is a +5 or +9v going on those switches that will mess around with the unit.!
Be careful!
Also, in the small hole from upper left corner of the unit, there is a light sensor in the original unit.
There i've put the IR sensor from that small board from the lcd screen since the original sensor is not
used anymore. So, i can control the new lcd with the provided IR remote.

On the lcd, depends of the chosen unit, there is or there is not a wire that gets a +12v from the
reversing light in order for the lcd to make autoswitch for reversing camera. I used the lilliput 669,
and i had the resistors and the transistor, but there was no wire...so i've solder it where it should be
and that was it.
More info on this you will get from googleing and from the pictures of the 669 board. If another lcd
is used, then use whatever is correct to that.

The minipc is a lenovo Q190 with windows 7 and from here the sky is the limit...audio, video, obd2,
navigation, onboard camera, internet, internet radio and so many other things...

Good luck!
NOTES: After I wrote this, i’ve changed the vga-rgb converter with another type without a heat sink
on it, and placed it outside the infotainment unit, in order to have more air in the infotainment unit
and to prevent any kind of heating up. It’s working either way, but I’m more mentally comfortable
with this converter outside the unit. Also, the electronics with power off delay I’ve changed it from 2
boards, into just one..but the same circuit and schemas.
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